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ABSTRACT

An investig5ation of oxide dispersion strengthenint, (ODS) of oxidation r sistaint FeCrAIY
alloys R'*s conducted using argoii atomized prealloved powders .tnd a niodified SAP
technique. The main objectives were to: improve surface stability: establish uniform
powder pre-oxidation techniques' and improve the stress -rupture properties t•o the l.vel
exhibited by TD NiCr sheet. Increasd chromainm content proved very successful in
eliminating "break.-ay" oxidati(m. Se-oral powder pr4-,ixid(tn ti, hti(lUt* re A dk-ru
fied which provide uniform oxidation and prevention if nitro~tn contamination. Tarwt
weight gains were consistentlv achieved. Rupture s'tress of the ODS FeCrAIY ba wa.s
raised to the 9. 0 ksi level throulh the additinn (f 6 v o nxide and is now com'pjarable in
strength to TD NiCr at temperatUre-s ab)ove 2000F. If ai dvnsity c,,rri-eti~m is applied tox
the rupture stress. ODS FeCrAlY is superior to FI) Ni(r it tein;iraturt- Abovt. .pproxi-
mately 1800F.
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1. INTIlODUC lION

The objective of this prograim was the development tif ri inined lpropertie•s of strength.
ductility and oxickttion resistanve in the FeCrAIY allov svstem at templxeratures in the
2000'F to 2500"F range. This syste.m was s'.1.h.'ted because many of the allo•s p~I,:ss.
excellent surface stability (oxidation hot eorrosion res•s•ane,.) althouh th,-v nor mallv
hawv poor nechanical properties at these temperatures. The. principle.! task then was to
improve structural properties without degrading surface st.dahlity;. 'Fh..s, improvements
were sought by oxide dispersion strengthenintg.

Previous effort in this prograti (1. 2. 3) ha.s einte.reid argn(I the oxide dlispersion
.,trengthening of two matrix chemistries Fe-25Cr-4AI-1YV fAlli.; 25,11) and Fe-15CR-5A1=-
ly-1'0h (Alloy 1551-=01). Oxide additiowns were,, mad. by tih. S, P techiique,; i. e. pr.-
,1xidation of atonizied piowder followed with d.nsifie;ttii,,n Ir; :.xtrui-,on. Lar.:, ,.lonat,.d
in!-ertocking textured grain structttr.•s were .ithlevi-t in Itiih W.ll, vo, -,mntrroll,.Cl therliiu-
nichanicdl sheet rolling proce.sses.

Static oxidtation resistanc. tof Alloh 2541 and Fe-I5Cr-5AI-IY (Allov 1551) utas not affi.ete.d
bv the addition of I to 4 v o oxide. A thin ti.thtlv adherent oxide filmis was formed a&nd w,,
intergranular attack, no internal oxi(lation and not d,.plt.d ro.uion b.-i, ,1,.ervI.d in static
cyclic exposures of 2000°F 500 hours and 2400'F 100 hour.-,. In adlhimivl. static air
oxidation kinetics of ODS Alloy 2541 were not arceihr;.te.l Ia vxposur. to, 2100^F Mach 1
gases for 100, one-hour cvcles.

The 1971 program consisted of two parts: one a parthil -,-al,--Ul) 0I the best 1970 process
and the second, an investigation aimed at increasing.: higjh tt.anp.raturt, properties. The
scale-up effort was for pro(tuction of 12"" uide sheet of Fv- 15Cr-6A1-2Y (1562) • 4 v
oxide. Properties of this sheet were higher than wer,. obtained durinl, tht. 1970 pro ,razn
(N00019-70-C-0232) on small samples. In addition. lent..itudinal and tr.r-vter•,v propertiv.s
of the 12" wide sheet wcre nearlv equivalent and were rii-ther than -i0 NiCr transverse
sheet properties at Larsen Milhlr parameters above 72 WC 251 a.s shiown in Figure 1. In
the investigation aimed at increasing prope'ties it was found that the rupture strt,•. ot ODS
FeCrAIY bar was alrao.;t 80 percent higher than that ,ob.,erved in s'iect. A raphit'al
comparison of TD NiCr sheet and ODS FeCrAIY bar is -iven inl Fiure 2.

Long time (10, 000 hours) hot corrosion testing at 1600* F and 1800" F indicatt..- that OD5
FeCrAlY is extremely resistant to attack and is fir superior to any commiercial nickel or
cobalt base alloy.

In order to widen the range of potential application, further strentqthening, was being sought
in the program described here. The best alloy produced to date repres4ented an improve-
ment of more than 20 times the 1000-hour rupture stress of the base Alloy 2541. This
was achieved with no degradation of oxidation resistance. The goal of this program \i;is t,
obtain an additional 50 percent strength increase in FeCrAIY alloys "also without degrad.i-
tion of surface stability. This was attempted in a processing study aimed at refining pro-
cedures and chemistry of FeCrAIY alloys.
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2. PROCESS DEVELOPMENT

2.1 POWDER PROCUREMENT

Three alloy chemistries of -325 mesh argon atomized powder were purchased from Alloy
Metals, Inc. Nominal chemistries of these alloys in weight potrcent were: (1) 15Cr, 6Al,

. ,,,,... 4-2% ) 20Cr, 6A I. 2Y (Alloy 9062): -'!d. 11) 25Cr. 6A1, 2Y (Alloy 2562).

Atomization was conducted from an induction melt of virgin material and atomization nozzle
pJarametcrs were adjusted to give a high yield of -325 mesh powder. Chemical analysis of
these three powders are shown in Table I. The oxygen level shown is higher than normal
for argon atomization and is attributed to the verv fine particle size compared to normal
gas atomized powders. Since the powders were to he preoxidized before extrusion, the
high oxygen level 'ras not anticipated to be deleterious.

2.2 POWDER PREOXIDATION

Oxide addition to these powders was accomplished bv pre•oxidizing the powders as in the
SAP technique. This was anticipated to produce a thin shell of A120 3 on the surface of
each spherical powder particle. Preoxidation of small quantities of powder in thin lavers
on a metal tray was conducted quite successfully in an earlier program (1). When larLer
batches of powder were preoxidized in air. however, nitrogen contamination problems
were encountered (3). In order to avoid nitridation, a subsequent effort was conducted in
pure oxygen. In this case layering effects of nonuniform oxgen concentration were found
in the large powder batches. Not only was the oxidation nonuniform on a macro scale but
when individual powder particles were examined, micro scale nonuniformities were
observed. Subsequent analysis showed these to be related to the -break away" oxidation
phenomenon reported in Ni. Co and Fe tase MCrAl by Stott, tet al (4). The phenomenon
iwas found (4) in alloys of the MCrAl family which were low in Cr content. Sporadic. rapid
oxidation rates were observed in such alloys as a result of forming other oxides than the
protective A120 3 scale. In cases where break away oxidation was observed in FeCrAl, the
outer scale formed Fe304. An inner scale of complex Cr 203. Fe 304. and A1203 ovides
resulted from rapid internal oxidation. The occurrences of break away oxidation found
previously in some W5% Cr FeCrAIY powders was thought to be attributable to the very
high surface to volumn, ratio found in these powders. Thr formation of the thick oxide scale
on powders was deteterious to the final oxide dispersion also. because such massive oxides
carried over into tWxe densified product where they appeared as very large stringers. In
addition to their undesirable size and distribution, these clumps are expected to be unstable
because they shoul.J be reduced by Al in solid solution to form A1203.

In order to eliminate these problems from the preoxidation step. a detailed study of powder
preoxidation was undertaken in this program. Studies were performed to establish conditions
for the preoxidation of the three compositions to I w/o and 2 wi'o oxygen (4 and 8 v, o oxide).
These included the determination of weight change as a function of powder compaction,
temperature, hue and powder depth. Small porcelain crucibles containing various depths
of powder, ran,,•:ng from 0. 1" to 0. 8" were placed in a tray and Inserted In a glo-bar heated

2ASi•=:II
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box furnace. The powders w:.re cooled, weighed and inspected for oxidation uniformity
(based on color) at times of approximately 2, 4 and 20 hours. The results are shown in
Tables 11, 1Il and IV. In the design of the experiment it was believed that it would be
possible to determine a safe working powder depth by varving the powder level. However,
as can be seen from the data (Table 1ll) the 2062 alloy preoxidized at 1400*F aid the 2562
alloy preoxidized at 1200OF (Table IV), the weight change vs. powder depth measurement
does not appear to be sensitive enough to detect lavering effects that were obvious by color
changes. The deeper samples. 14, 15, 18, 41. 42 and 45 showed colr transitions at 0. 4
and 0. 5".

Specimens of each composition were selected front the l)reoxidation studie's and were
evaluated for uniformity of oxidation. Analysis of the oxide' formnation was performed using
a scanning electron microscope (SEM) and ene"r'v dispersion a,,ialysis x-ray (EI)AX) equip-
ment. The SEMi EDAX analysis and photos are shown in Fi-gures 3, 4 and 5. Alloy 1562
(Spec. 7 of Table I) of Figure 3 which was preoxidized at 1100°F for 22 hours in air to 1.2
w/o oxygen appears to have some evidence of break awav. Althouvh not as severei as was
observed in an earlier program( 3 ), the lack of protective A12 0 3 scale, is illustrated in
Figure 3 may be observed along with the appearance. of the' inner complex oxide scale
normally observed during break awiv oxidIation. The 2062 matt.rial (Spec. 26) of Table IIl
oxidizecl it 1200°F for 20 hours in air, to 1. 4 w o and the. 2562 (Spec. 43 Table' IV) oxidized
at 1200*F for 4.2 hours in air to 1. 1 w. o showed no 4.vide.nce- of break awav oxidation as
shown in Figures 4 and 5 respectively.

The safe working depth of the preoxidatirn of FeCrAIY -325 mesh ly wder was determined
to be approximately 0. 3". Subsequently several preoxidation runs wers, pe-rformed in a
co|mmon glo-bar heated box furnace using shallow tra.•s approxinmati'lv 12" square and a
powder dekpth of 1/4". Information about these runs ar.o. shoimn in 'iablt' V. Usin, tiUnit-
temperature parameters tailored for each FeCrAIY conmposition, this techtni(qlU. has denm-
onstrated reliability in obtaining predicted weight ,:ains of I and "AUs used f:-r the pro,-
cessing of pilot scale extrusion studies. Oxidation uniformit, based on v'olor was excellhnt.
Vacuum fusion analysis for 02 and N2 , both before, ond after furnace expoSure,, Lre shown
in Table V. The oxygen contents determined bv vacuum fusion are fairly con-wistent .ith
weight change measurements made on small sma)hl.-, which wure e.xposed si•iultaneous4h%
in small porcelain crucibles. Past experience had indicated thet weight (ha._iv(, deterinina-
tions to be more reliable than the vacuu n fusion results but racuum fusion results are
becoming more accurate and precise wita the combination of improved amnalyical procedures
and more uniform preoxidation. No nitrogen contamination Was observed in powder pre-
oxidized at a 1, 4" depth or less.

Two approaches that were more favorable for the production of large quantities were
investigated. In one approach the preoxidation was conducted in a rotary ki'n where
fresh material was continuously exposed to the oxidizing environment. A five pound batch
of Alloy 1562 was preoxidized in a gas fired calciner at Bartlett-Snow Corp., Cleveland.
Ohio*. This resulted in a very uniform oxidation of the polwder indic.ttin!, that this approach
should effectively eliminate the layering previously encountered in large batches. Thv five-
pound batch was tumbled for six hours at a mean temperature of 1100°F. Temperature

*Bartlett-Snow Corp. manufactures calciners. They do not normally operate as a heat
ti'eat service function but were cooperative in this program in order to increase their
technical background and in order to promote utilization of their equipment.
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control was poor (10600 to 1200*F) and contamination from a coarse refractory-like sub-
stance was found throughout the powder. Since the contaminant was coarse, sieving through
a -325 mesh screen seemed to be successful in separating the contaminant from the FeCrAlY.
Semiquantitative spectrographic analysis conducted after screening showed no evidence of
foreign material. Both visual examination of the powder and metallographic examination of
the extruded billet indicated the preoxidation was very uniform. Chemical analysis of the
powder before and after preoxidatton is shown in Table VI.

An extensive search for ain available clean rotary kiln proved unsuccessful. This technique
is believed to be a good one but will be discontinued, at least temporarily until it becomes
economically feasible to purchase or build equipment solely for FeCrAIY use.

7It otheC .'cale-up approach was a "moving-tray" experiment. A five-pound batch of Alloy
2062 was preoxidized at the Electric Furnace Co., S-ie.nm, Ohio. Two shallow trays were
moved through an electrically heated roller convevoL furnace system having a 12 foot long
hot zone. The furnace exposure was 1175*F for 4 hours in air. Two small porcelain
crucibles containing equivalent depths of powder were placed in each tray so weight gain
determinations could be made.

The results were the same as obtained in the static tray runs. The target 1 weight gain
was achieved and color change and uniformity was excellent. There was soine evidence of
a trace amount of furnace brick refractory deposit on the surface of the powder (also
experienced in the static tray runs) but was easily remo!".,d from the sintered powder with
a blast of air. Semiquantitative spectrographic analyses of the powder before and after
preoxidation are shown in Table Vii. UltimatelV a solid convevor belt feed bV a hopper
could be used. Both techniques offer good control and quantity.

2.3 EXTRUSION

Consolidation and primary TMP of the ODS FeCrAlY alloys were accomplished by extrusion.
The preoxidized powders were blended in a twin shell blender to minimize any inhomo-
geneities that could have occurred and then loaded into mild steel extrusion capsules. De-
sign of the capsule, shown in Figure 6, is 3" ini diameter x - 8" leont with a 1 8"" to 1 4"
thick wall. The 1/8" thick plates at each end are necessary to prevent gas lea!dng which
could occur when using nose and tail materials made from slices from hot rolled steel bar.
The continuous inclusion stringers in the hot rolled bar can act as a path for gas leakage.

Bulk density of the powder was increased to about 65' - of theoretical by tapping on the side
of the container while loading the powder. Assembly of the billet eras accomplished by TIG
welding. Final sealing was performed by EB welding a small hole at the rear of the can
ater an overnight (at least 16 hours) evacuation to 5 x 10-5 torr.

The FeCrAlY powder billets were extruded on a 700 ton press at Wright Patterson Air
Force Base in Dayton, Ohio. The extrusions were pushed at 16500 to 1750°F at a 16:1
reduction in area to 3/4" diameter rod. Appearance of the rods was good. They were
straight and had no external cracks. Sectioning the rods at several locations determined
the FeCrAlY core to be sound and of good configuration: the cross section was round with
a uniform mild steel jacket approximately 0. 060" thick and there was no apparent variation
in uniformity along the length.

4
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Density of the FeCrAlY core averaged 7.034 gins cc. Theoretical density of the ODS
FeCrAIY is unknown but metallographic examination indicated there ws no porosity
present.

The m~crostructures of the extruded 2062 and 2562 alloys can be seen in Figure 7.
Transverse and longitudinal views are shown at 500 times their actual size. Both com-
positions have imilar appearanc... The originally spherical ipow(der particles were
reduced in cross sectional area and elongated by al)l)roxiniat. lv 16 times by extrusion.
Oxide particles formed during break-up of the preioxidized film on the periphery of the
particles wert strung out in the direction of extrusion. These prior ixtrticle' btoundarV
ox0des which were formed at the low pr(41xidation temhlpratures thei. evi(dntlv reacted at
higher temperatures with the yttrium in the powder to forinr a ilire stable and uniform
dispersion. The origin of the relativelv oxide free regions in the material are, not under-
stood but may be simply the largest size powder particle's. Th..se rv;'.ions were prone, to
primary recrystallization and are believed to be .hegraelin- top the stro.mth of the. material.
Scanning electron micre'.ope analysis w-a. unsuccessful in (listin,,wsuisibin anv Variation in
chemistry from one particle to another. Yttrium content is low in th,.s. F,.CrAIY allows
and is not readily detectablh by SFNI analvsi. even in thIli#- heilv dispel siomn-.( aras.

Subsequent to extrusion, the mat.rials w'rte heat treatAd 'it 2400' I" for 2 hour,, ,al~d exatntned
metallographicallv for exag;,erate(d -rain grokwth. Mae.rto etehine. thi. Fi-CrAIY ini IIC,
11202 solution revealed no) grain growth respeiL','. Ther itder.. xi.i'flI(I.ir, TMP r
techniques were necessarv to produce, the desired larv.e vtlenvated ..rains.

2.4 RO ROLLING

A rod rolling study was conducted to ebtablish rolling- te.mperature' and ar.iount of reduction
necessary to produce the desired -rain growth in a subsequent recrtallization treatment.
Alloys 1562, 2062 and 2562 all containing 4 v e oxide were red rolled at 140WYF to t total
of 60d', reduction in area. Rollin-,g was performed with the F*.CrAIY corc. still in the mild
steel extrusion jacket. The material was reduced 10 va.ta' pass. rottatin- the. ruid 90,
between passes. Attempts to rod roll the FeCrAIY withtt thte mild ,tee. lal -et or in-
sert:,!g into stainless steel tubing proved unsu''c,.-,sful. The' Allt,," suffered surface ci,.itkrnlv
and recrystallized to a duplex Lrain strucZure: i. e.. ,,mall vrains netar the .,urfa've and
large near the center. The cladding helped to retain the heat and also actecd a.-, . lubricant
which promoted a more uniform strain in the lateral directiom. Sinall section,- approxi-
mately 3/,4" long were removed from the rmd at 20 and 40 reduction It'v'l.s.

All three reduction levels were heated at 24000F for 2 hour, to check for recrvstallization
response. Virtually all samples exhibited the desired growth. The results are sh|owi
photographically in Figure 8. The grain size varies as a function of percent reduction and
chromium content. The higher the reduction-, the smaller the grain size. Thel' higher the
chromium content the smaller the grain size.

Additional rod rolling experiments determined good recrystallization response for a 20
reduction could be achieved in Alloy 1562 by rolling at 1500°F, Alloy 2062 at 1550*F and
Alloy 2562 at 1600*F. This resulted in a comparable grain size for all three compositions.
The macrostructures of Alloy 2062 and 2562 specimens are shown in Figure 9. Grain size
is large, has a high aspect ratio and good uniformity throughout the cross section.
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3. EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION

3.1 THERMAL STABILITY STUDIES

Iron base alloys such as ferritic stainless steels, FeCrAl and FeCrAIY alloys are subject
to low temperature aging effects. Two sev)arate low temperature phases are involved, v
and -r. Alpha prime is the Cr-rich solid solution phase that precipitates at temperatures
below 970 0F. Sigma, a nearly equiatomie Fe-Cr phase occurs at temperatures below 15000F.
Both phases are brittle and can cause delcterious effects on ductility. Although aging
studies have been conducted in cast and wrought FeCrAlY alloys, the influence of the oxide
particles was unknown. Hence, several ODS alloys were prepared and aged to investigate
the aging behavior of these alloys.

3. 1. 1 Low Temperature Aging Expcriments

Powders of Alloys 2062 and 2562 were ipreoxidized to 1',. weight gain and extruded at 1650F
16X in a single step. Three foot lengths of these materials were rod rolled as follows:
2062 t 4 v.e - 1550*F/20% reduction and 2562 # 4 v,o - 1600*F 20';,. These rolling schetd-
ule.; were selected because they yield the same recrystallized grain size in each material.
This rolled stock was cut into 6" lengths and directionally recrystallized (DR) at approxi-
mately 2500°F using 2 inches per hour rate of travel through a temperature gradient of
approximately 300*F/ inch. The resulting microstructures are shown in Figure 10. Grains
approximately 1/8" in diameter traversed the entire length of the sample. Coin shaped
specimens were cut from the 6" long; bars and these, alongt with theremaining lengths or bar
were used in the aging study. In addition to DR 2062 , 4 v, o and DR 2562 - 4 v o. coin
shaped specimens of cast and wroug;ht Alloys 1541 and 2541 were also used in the study. In
order to determine the influence of starting mivrostructure, as-rod-rolled specimens of
Alloys 2562 + 4 v/o and 2062 # 4 v o and as-extruded 1562 - 4 v o were also t,-q)osvd in the
aging study. Chemistries of all Fparting materials a:re given in Table VIII.

Agiag exposures were conducted in #v' and a regions of the phase diagram shown in Figure
11(1). Rockwell C hardness measurements were taken on samples of all alloys after varioiis
exposure times at 842 and 1025"F. These data are shown graphically in Figures 12 and 13
and Tables IX and X. As is shown in the graphs, c' precipitation caused aft appreciable
increase in hardness. Exposure in the cv region at 1025°F on the other hand, produced only
small changes in hardness. After 1000 hours exposure, the increase in hardikess due to .'
was largest in the 25% Cr alloys aid varied directly with Cr content. Conventional cast and
wrought alloys also showed this same effect of Cr on hardness after aging. The hardness
increase experienced in 1000 hours at 842 0 F was larger in the conventional alloys than in
the ODS alloys of comparable Cr content. Thus the ODS 2562 alloy showed an Increase in
Re hardness of 14 while the 2541 alloy increased by 23. Alloys with 15',; Cf showed the
same trend: I. e. , ODS 1562 increased by 10 while 1541 Increased hy 16 units of Re hardnt, ss,.
Starting mlcrostructure also played a role in hardness changes at 842"F as can be deducetd
from Talfle IX by coniparrn ,'the data front DR aixt rod rolled specimens at constant Cr
levels. Changes in hardness were largest in the large grained DR alloys. This may have
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been due to concurrent recovery in the fine grained rod-rolled alloys sinlce they contained
stored energy from the rolling process.

Samples of each Of the ODS alloys were taken after 500 hours aging at bo0th Y' and a forming
temperatures for use in a solutioning study. Solutioning of th(' precipitate formed durinv,
the 5 00-hour aging cycle -.,as attemp~ted at 1200', 1300', 1400" anid 2000'F. hlardness after
varying lengths of time at each of these temperatures is given inl Tables X1 and X1I. nhes".
data reveal that a dramatic r'eduction in hardiness iccuirs inl specimiens conltaiiiiifg n, (av ' fd
at 842*F) after only 5 minutes exposure at tempe~ratures :is low ais 1 2000F. No additional
decrease in hardness is observed a ft '- longer vxposure times -.t 120001 tip to 1 hourii.

This same trend is seen at both 1300'FT and at 1400"F. After solutioningthe il(-n' at 1 400"F
for 17 hours, the hardness loss is thlt same as that seen after 1200'F" 5 mini. i'xiosurf,..
Furthermore, this hardness value is slightly highier thaii that of the unlaged alloy', indicatim.w
th~at either a nother precipitate is forming, or that t he .,' is nit roi iph'tel v sid~itiot tnd. When
the solution exposure is increased in severity to 2000' F forl 20 h1(ours, the hiardln('ss r''tturils
to that of the alloy prior to aging.

Alloys which were aged in the a region at 1025' F for 500O hmi or sl(Iiwed vizvI ittle liar-deil'nn.
Increases of 1. 2 and 4 units (if RVe hardlness were fIsrill an 1) Allo,. :- 1502 milot 2562
respectively. No change inl th-se hardniess val ieis uerc iplitaine-d a fte'r i ti'awfor- 11p to
1. hour at 12000 and 1300'0F or at 1 400' F for 17 houirs. \ solutitoi n I ia o'at 2000> F for
20 hours was again effective in reducingo tit.he taadnis'.. 0 its ;u'i'-a.t.' Irvv'l.

Both the solutioning andI aging, temiperatutres are, niiirkt-d oin tiht, phwi th-,tvara~iniof Fgiture 11
at the appropriate Cr content. The diagranli Sho wn is line i)f ~eir-A pii c 'lit id I)% Will iauin
(5). The c, 0,,I' phase boaindarv is nModi fied for' -1 AI ('111t- ;11-i ,ILVfll-dIlI.' t
After ating at 842 0 F and solution int, at 1200'-, 1300' and 1400 "Y. thit -p'c inii'!i tcxliijltod
residual hardening which disappeared after 2000"' F 20 hours 4I'XPI iurl'. inethPese
solutioning temperatures are outside the~ - aT Iphast fit-Mi, this a'e-siduatiareiu:riav i
lie attributable to a formation. Grobner(7) revported slIt' ilt hrden ju inl .n111 1Crali
after aging at 1000*F which he( attributed to thet fortkiat ioi 4~of (7 ( C. Nl(-,.Athugti
ODS alloys are low in C andi N, (- 02" , total) the to tal vo'in,lii. fraction (if cat] ionuridi t ha
could form is approximately 0. 4 v,, o and this amlounit iof p i;-ipI alte Could Owu~ olhleseryVtit
hardening. ODS alloys aged at 10250 F for timies upl to 1000ht hours ei'fiiiited the sa int, lvol

of hardening, as the residlual hardening Just discuissed.

Electron microscopy and scanningp electron iiiieroseotipi (SI'M) techniques were artili.wd~ hil
determine the prop~ensity and nature of the preciIpi~ttes enc'iunte.red as well1 is to iohSki'vt
the morphology and dhistrib~ution of the stable oxide dispe rsoid pha se. T'he samnple.; olt-leki
for the initial investigations were ODS 2062 and 2562 allovs inl tilt- .uineilvd *tnd the *ized
conditions: DR; aged 500 hours at 8420 F: agyed 500 hours at 1025'"F. The Sainlpllt'S Were

prpaedbynetllgrpicpoisinrwih ine13Al)0 C111"tllIan fllwkd11 007o



In the extrusion and secondary TMP of these materials the spherical preoxidized particles
were elonfiatedl to long rod like shapes. The o 'xide film wag fragmented and distributed
along these oriented powder particles and boundaries gave rise to high density discontinuous
oxide stringers between mating particles. During sub)sequent high temperature exposures
the Fe9 Y phase in the p)owde'r particles reactedi with the AlJO3 particles and converted to a
more complex oxide. This wvill be discussed in more detai in the I'hase Identification
Section. A significant percentage of these powder particles, for some unknown reason.
remained clear of oxide. This might have b~een caused1) byv very lowv concent rations of yttrium.
It wvas these clear regions that were not converted to the desiredi coarse elongated grains.
InI addition, the p~recip~itate was detected in the grain boundaries of the unconverted fine
grains. The high density oxid e regions seeniedi to retard both the undesirable' retention of
fine grains and1 age hardening.

A 13EM investigation was performed onl the 2562 , 4 v. o alloy exposedi at 1 025'F for 500
hours. Photomicro-,eraphs of the grain boundary pr(evipitate phase and JEDAX analysis are
shown in Figuros 16 and 17. Consistent with the moIdifiedl Cr- Fe (iiagra in p~resenlted in
Figure 11,* the precipitate xt-s determined to be Sigmia, a itarlv eq('iIatomic Fe-Cr col-n-
position. Thiis finding dioes tiot. however, explain the( retained hardness a fter the 12000 to
14000'F solution treatments.

TrO establish, the effects, of the aging tr''at nivnts onl the ODS FvCrAIY, tensile tests were
conducted at PT. 5000, 19000 and 2100*F. Alloys 2062 andI 2562 were evaluated in three
material condlitiI ins: (1) D)R (full ' annealed): (2) DR~ and -' aged: (31 D)R and o~ aoed. The
test results are p~r'esented in TFal'e XII I and Figures 18 atnd 19. The- RT te'nsilie properties
for two v%!ntie alloys. X- 40 and M N1509, are shown fo r comlpa r isE i.

In the DR condition both 2062 a.nd] 2562 are stronger at RT t han X-40 andi IN! 509 and their
ductilitV is at least as goodl. 1In the :j' aged condition there is a 45 increase in strenogth at
liT for both 2062 and 2562 over the as-DR condition. The ,' aged Alloy 2562 at 500'F
maintainedi a 41(7 incre-ase in strength while Allov 2062 fell to' 'itlv 12'- increase. Roomt
temperatutre and 500' F testing of the ry a. e Aim v 2062 showed very, Iittit' diflervicev in
strengi.th when coflhl)1red to the initial DR condition. Alloy 2562. however. decrevased ahout

7:.,at botht temperatures. All FeCrAIY conditions seemu to have at least miart-, Lally. kluetilit%
rangýing from 1. 4'... elongat ion at HIT in the a' aged condition to 17. -" at 19000 'i h )
condition. The NIM509 alloy is considered accep~table for vane applications ml the 1. 5 it,
5. 5'~ elongation level.

2.2 SRAC STABILITY STUDIES

Although early work in the FeCrAlY family of allovs(131 indieated that Cr levels from 15 to
25 w/o yielded outstanding o)xiation resistance, subsequent work l1v Sttott(4 ) shot~vedk that It
low Cr levels, the alloys Were susceptible to i~reak away oxidation. This peoinn~t
found in the Ni, Co and Fic base NMCrAlY alloys \%itich were low in Cr content. Sporaklik.
rapid oxidaItionl rates were observeid. Ill such alloys as a1 result of the t'orntlation of oxide's
other than the protective A1 20.1 type. Inl Cases where Ibr eak away oxidtation was obsetwvviJ w
FeCrAI, the other cleformed was F03 041 . Ani Inner' scale of cotiplex Cr 2 QI, Fe%) an
A1203 oxides resulted from rapid internal oxidatilon, The oceurrenves of break away oi
(hat ion found previotusl y inI some 1 5"0 Cr FeCrAI Y pmowders xwas thought to bo ati rtbutabko to
the very hig-h surface to volume ratio found tin these powders T'he occurrovievs tif this-
phenomeinnn il powder has raised convern with regard to iippilentitit wii'ro sturAO%\ col
imitnation of Fv or F03 0 4 Might Initiate the plienonientin. Ani examiple ofbroAk mra



oxidation on a piece of ODS 1562 . 060" sheet material after an exposure of approximately
100 hours at 2400*F is shown in Figure 20. As a result of this concern, a teso nrocedure
was devised and candidate Alloys 1562, 2062 and 2562 were evaluated for rcsl.M.- nce to
break away oxidation which was intentionally initiaited by surface contamination. Thus this
test measured healing capaicity of the alloy in the situation where localized inhoniogenicties
or surface contamination might initiate this unusual behavior. Specifically, the tests used
specimens p~repared fromt extruded rods of approximately 0. 7" diameter which had a mild
steel cladding of about 0. 025" remaining onl the FeCrAIY core. The cladded specimens
were subjectedt to an exposurv of 24V0 0F in air for 70 hours. Thle mild steel jacket initiated
tile Fe3O4 rapid oxidation, which progressed to the core/clad interface. In those alloys
which were resistant to break away oxidation, the attack was halted at the interface by tile
formation of an internal A1 20 3 scale. As ca;n be1 sevin front Tablv X1V andi Figure 21, the
twvo 1562 14 v/o oxide alloys suffered severe attack, fatirly general ill niture with metal
loss of up to 0. 150 inches. The 2062 * 1 4v,' o oxide alloy demonstrated good resistance with
only isolated attack, approximately 0. 070'' penetrat ion. and in good agreement will, Stott' s
observation onl the influence of Cr. thl(' high Cr 25621 4 v, o allov showed excellent re-
sistance. Although 0. 010" of mnetal %vas lost in Alloy 2562, it se('nis p~robab)le that at least
p~art of that amiount wvas attributable to1 loss iii Cr (fit(- tto iiiteidiffusioii bestween tl(. mlildl
steel cladding and the FeCrAlY core during, rM1II

The oxidation resistance of 2062 and 2562 alloys cointaining 4 v o oxide was inves.tit-atid att

2200*F and 24000 F in static air for exposure upl to 500 hours. Som sjsecinivits were thermali
cycled and weighed after each 10JO hours w~hilt, others were e~xioseil uninterrupted. Con-
ventional. cast and U'rougtht Alloys 1541 and 2541 were, included for comparison. Trhe 006
samiples were prepared from rod rolled anld direc(oal~revtl ?e itr~l.gon

thru 600 grit silicon varbide papers to a shape approximatlviv 0. Sri" diat. x 0. 115- thick. The
cast. and wroughit alloys were prepa red fromt hot rollud plate in similar fashion.

Thle test results for thet 22000'F oxidation expo(sures, in TIable X%'. show~~ that wt it,lt ehatxes
in the ODS alloys were neavnlY equivalent to thlt convent imial vast and wrought alloS. Al SO
shown are the effects of (hernial 'vcl ingi. on the oxide .still renet'l. I1W Visual inlspeicht I it ww"
deternsinted that there was moiret, 14tal spallat ionl in the sa tiiplveý eveled each 100~ htours ttL%ý
In the uninterrupted specimen which spalled in thet final too1 doiwnl.

Thle tesit results for oxidtat ion at 24000 F are shown in Table XVI. Alter lonr, liimes atth
temperature, distinct tllffterent'es In oxidat ion liehlavios'. betweenl Cast andi WrouhtM awl O
alloym were evident. The spalling resistancie of thw vast and wrwlught alo\ S was sli-O
to that of thle 01)6 alloys but t his behaviorl wa ccma ied1 .% relativeiv kivpi tlwr
granular' oxide penetration whichl was absent In thet ONS$ altlo~ %. It istocevb that %it
thin sections this Inteu'gratuula r pen'letrat i~ionWI( old degradle Strenlgth 41And ovucttl. M%.I'.
graphsm of the oxidlition spe U-01ns ,11 afile testingi. art, Ahown ill Flowr' 22.

3. 3 DIRECTIONAL RKcitYS'rAtL~LZATIN T1l1iIFN

The istrongth (if oxide disix-rsiotl 111'1twsstIV1 114w tv xtretne sketM~ 1%%Re lt~r~W5
tur'il varluttioflm Puch ms graiin M'vev, ilriiil #dP411% 010 textUr, it% WA PUllitrt t%% iýMV% krhvwe
muludrnsinding mnd grenteir contro nit 00, t esuffect, 4a filevethinal rvrvsRIAItiouM4 ww
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3.3.1 Equipment

The directional recrystallization (DR) technique requires that the recrystallization p,'ocess
be controlled by passing unrecrystallized material, with suitable starting microstructure,
through a steep temperature gradient at a controlled rate. In order to achieve this experi-
mentally, a heat source was positioned as close as possible to a heat sink, and the specimen
was passed in a longitudinal direction from the heat sink into the heat source. Under the
proper conditions, new grains were formed initially in the hot zone and grew in an opposite
direction to the motion of the specimen. The first grains to form were relatively equiaxed
but the steep temperature gradient suppressed nucleation of new grains and encouraged
growth competition among existing grains. Those grains with the highest boundary mobility
grew at the expense of those with less mobile boundaries. As the sl)ecimen traversed the
gradient, the grain size increased to a maxinmnu size which depended not onl, on the
structure of the starting material, but also on several DR process parameters. These
included steepness of the temperature gradient, rate of nioweani(n of the specimien, and

orientation with respect to the working direction.

A schematic of the equipment used to produce this structure is shown in Figure 23, where
the three principal parts of the apparatus numy be seen quite distinctly. These include:
(1) heat source - a flat induction coil: (2) heat sink - a water cooled Cu chill block: (3)
specimen motion control - in this case a variable specd motor was used to drive a -ear
train which translated rotational motion to lateral motion. Lateral speeds achievable varied
fromfrom 0. 01 in/hour to 150 in. /hour. Also shown in the schematic is an insulator which
prevented arcing between the coil and the chill block. The specimen hot zone is shown as
the shaded region immediately adjacent to the inductioni coil. The atmiosphere surrounding
the hot zone was either air or flowing argon (eommercil _hradvl) which .vas4 centained by a
quartz tube. The 450 KCPS. 10 KW power supply was controlled by an Ircon optical tempera-
ture monitor and control and an optical pyrometer wk-as used for temperature measurements.

3.3. 2 Material Preparation

Alloy 1562 + 4 v/o oxide was extruded at 1750"F using a 16:1 reduction ratio and this
rectangular billet was stibsequently isothermally forged at 1150*F/20% in the short trans-
verse direction. When furnace recrystallized at 2400'F 2 hours, large elongated grains
were formed. Pronounced anisotropy in grain boundary mobility was evidenced by the fact
that the grains had typical dimensions of: 1 = 15nrm, w - 4mm, t - 0. 7mn. In order to
investigate the DR response of this material, specimens were machined hfom unrecrystal-
lized or "as-isothermal forged" material. Each of these specimens had different orienta-
tions in the original rectangular extrusion. Specimen A w-as prepared so that its longitu-
dinal axis was parallel to the extrusion direction. Specimens of the D orientation were
prepared with longitudinal axis in the long transverse direction, and specimens with the C
orientation were taken in the short transverse direction. These orientations are shown in
Figure 24.

3.3.3 Results

Directional recrystallization was performed on each of these materials as is shown in
Figure 24 using the DR parameters listed in Table XVIL Typical grain dimensions,
specimen sizes and corresponding DR parameters are also given in Table XVIL In the
longitudinal and 1o0g transverse specimen, grain length was limited by specimen length,-N
while in the short transverse specimen, grains did not traverse the full length of the
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specimen. A sketch of the microstructures achieved in each of the three cases is also
shown in Figure 24. As may be seen from the grain size results, grain boundary mobility
was apparently anisotropic and in both the longitudinal and long transverse directions was
considerably higher than in the short transverse.

Crystallographc orientation of these specimens has been completed and these results are
shown in Figure 24. In specimen A, which was cut parallel to the extrusion direction anid
also DR processed in this same direction, the longitudinal axis was found to be parallel
to the [1101. Laue back reflection photos of six different gra'ins indicated that all were
oriented within 20 of each other and the 11101 in each was within 20 of the longitudinal axis.

Specimen B of Figure 24 was cut and DR processedi it: th,2 long transverse direction. Laue
back reflection p:aotos of all three of the grains contained in the cross section indicated that
the specimen axis was within approximately 30 of [t11[ in each. In the short transverse
specimen C, only the two end grains were analyzed. The specimen axis was parallel to the
[1101 in one grain and to the 11111 in the other. The as-extruded bar was analyzed for tex-
ture both by Laue transmission and on a diffractomneter using Ni filtered Cu radiation. It
was found that the alloy contained a 11101 fiber texture and that approximately 50'7 of the
material contained an orientation such that 1110 1 %"as within 11 of the extrusion direction.

3.3.4 Stress-Rupture Evaluation

Stress-rupture properties were determined for the three DR conditions using small button
head specimens, 0. 187" diametf-r x 1.4"' long, were step load tested at 2000'F in air. The
longitudinal and long-transverse DR specimens had a gave section 0. 1" in dianmeter x 0. 50"
in length. Because of limited material thickness (0. 6) the short transverse speciniens
were modified to 0. 1" diantwetir by 0. 25" long. To facilitate the testing .f these short
sections they were nmade longer by brazing longitudinally DR 2062 alloy extensions onto each
end. Joining was performed at 2550°F in vacuunm using 0. 005" thick liastell.,v X sheet as the
braze alloy.

The stress-rupture test results are reported in Table XVIII. Subsequent to testing the
specimens were ground longitudinally. nmacroetched and are showni photographicallly it!
Figures 25 and 26. The short transverse speciniens C (No. 's 20-23) contained nunieroUs
grain boundaries oriented perpendicular to the stress axis. Specimen No. 23 recrystallized
to a much larger grain size than did the others but still contained some short transverse
boundaries running the full width of the gage. Tih braze joints are located just inside the
threaded regions as can he seen in Figure 25.

The short transverse was found to be the weakest direction and censistently failed in short
times at 2.0 ksi. In this direction both the transverse grain boundaries and the micro-
structural defects are aligned in tihe- worst direction. As can be seen In the phrototgraphs.
failure occurred In the grain boundaries which are tihe alost detrimental defects. Tihe two
long-transverse specimens, S, contained no boundaries. Both specimens failed at the 5. 0
ksi level during a step loading stress rupture test.

Tihe specimen from the longitudinal direction (No. 4) was prepared from an Isothermally
forged rectangular bar that was upset'.it 1150*F to a 30';i reduction in thickness. This
specimen was recrystallized in a box furnace at 2400 1 F for 2 hotirs rat~hr than1 PLH. The
specimen grew relatively small grains but these had a hit'1 aspect ratio, In thi step-loaded
rupture test at 2000°F specimen 4 failed after 1. 5 hours at (1. 5 ks. Hlence, even though
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this specimen had a fine grain size and grain boundaries transverse to the stress axis, it
was considerably stronger than the long transverse B specimen which had no boundaries
transverse to the rupture stress axis. These results indicate that either the oxide stringers
or the difference in crystallographic orientation which was 1110! for the A-type specimen
and [111] for the B type caused a decrease in strength.

As was anticipated, the type C short transverse specimen, with its numerous grain bound-
aries and oxide layers was the weakest material of the three.

3.4 STRESS-RUPTURE STUDIES

The largest contributors to strength are believed to be grain size and shape, dispersoid
content and texture. Test results showing the effect of grain size are presented in Table
MIX and Figure 27. Stress-rupture testing* was performed at 2000'F using step load
techniques. The 2562 + 4 vio oxide specimen (No. 14) in the uvnr'crvstallized condition.
initially loaded at 2. 0 ksi failed after 6.4 hours at 2. 5 ksi. A furnace recrvstallizcd 1562
-.- 4 v/o oxide specimen (No. 5) with 0. 1" long grains was initially loaoed at 3. 5 ksi and
broke after 4.0 hours at 6. 0 ksi. Another furnace recrvstallized 1562 - 4 v.o oxide, speci-
men (No. 4) with 0. 2" long grains reached 6. 5 ksi for 1. 4 hours before failing. A third
1562 - 4 v/o oxide specimen was fabricated from a three-inch long directionally recrvstal-
lized rod with the grains running the full length. This test specimen (No. 2) contained no
transverse grain boundarie- and was initially tested at 6. 5 ksi for 500. 6 hourS. As the
data indicates there is a very driamatic improvement in strength w-ith increasing grain
size.

A stress-rupture property study was conducted on 0DB FeCrAIY alloys with the higher
chromium content: 2062 and 2562, both containing 4 v o oxide. The extrusion, TMP and
DR of these alloys were performed as described in the Thermal Stability Studies Section
-.9 this report. The alloy chemistries are shouwn in Table VIII. The stress-rupture test
results are presented in 'Iable XX and Figure 28.

The 2562 + 4 vie oxide alloy demonstrated strengths for short times (112 hours or less) of
7.5 ksi at 1900*F, 7.0 ksi at 2000'F and 6.5 ksi at 2100'F. Most of the 2062 - 4 v/o oxide
stress-rupture specimens are still running, making it difficult to assess the strength, but
based on the two failed specimens it appears it will be somewhat lower than the 2562 4 v o
oxide alloy. This difference in strength was not anticipated and is not considered to be 1
attributable to the variation in chrome content. Previous testing of the 1562. 4 v o oxide
alloy exhibited strengths as high as 8. 0 ksi. Possibly this difference is reflected in the
vacuum fusion results shown in Table VIII. The 2562 + 4 v; o oxide alloy analyzed at 1. 1881-
oxygen and the 2062 + 4 v/o oxide alloy at 0. 9077% oxygen. This is a 30% difference in
oxide content and might explain the variation in strength.

* i
*Button head specimens 0. 178" in diameter x 1.4" long with a 0. 1" diameter x 0. 5" long

gage section were used throughout this program. Thermocouples were wired to the gagefor temperature control and stress was applied using direct loading techniques.
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To determine the effects of high temperature long time exposures on the strength properties
of these alloys, specimens were heated for 100 hours at 2200 0 F and 2400'F in air prior to
stress-rupture testing. The test results are shown in Table XXI. The data is plotted in
comparison with the as-directionallv recrystallized alloys and shown in Fi,_ure 29. With
the exception of the 2562 , 4 vio oxide alloy, specimen heated at 22000F for 100 hours both
alloys suffered losses in strength at a constant Larsen Miller parameter. The 2562 , 4 v, o
oxide alloy heat treated at 24000F fo- r 100 hours show(d a decrease of about 20".. The
2062 4 4 v/o oxide alloy specimen heat treated at 2200'F and 2400'F for 100 hours showed
losses of at least 30 and 25 respectively.

The loss in the strength as'meiated with the high tempe.rature e.xl,.nsurt,.' 1 pointed suspiciously

at DR temperatures. DR is pterformed in :a 2450-2550'F lemperature ranme. If the heat

treatments at 2200V and 2400 0 F for 100 hours could deg4rade .-trcrntth maylbe the hig,her
temperature 2550'F DR temperature at -ilort times could he detrimental. Selected speci-
mens were prepared using, DR temperatures ranging from 24500F down to 2200"F and
tested in stress-rupture. The results are shown in Table XXII and Figure 30. As can be
seen in Figure 30 where the data is compared with the material processed at the higher DR
temperatures (2450-2550"F) there is no indication that lower DR temperatures were bene-
ficial. In fact, the 2062 1 4 v! o oxide alloy recrystitllized at 2250'F showed a io.s of
strength.

3.5 OPTIMIZATION OF OXIDE CONTENT

An ODS 2562 , 6 vo oxide alloy ats prepared for evaluation. Atomized powder-_ from
Table I were pre-oxndized to 1.43 w o oxycen at 1225 0 F for 10. 5 hours in shzv travs
at a 0.2'" powder depth. The pro-oxidized powtder wt-a- cannt-d in a 3- (iiaflter m1ild st-el
extrusion capsule and extruded at 1750'F and a 16 tto 1 rductio, in a:'aa to a 0. 7ý5" dianmer
rod. The extruded rod w-as souid anti of good appearance. Hecrvstallization response of
the 6 v/a oxide alloy was determined by inserting a small section into a furnace at 2400 2 F
for 2 hours. Macro etching revealed no large g-rains had formed.

Rod rolling a piece of the extruded rod at 15000F to a 20' reduction in area and heat
treating at 2400'F for 2 hours produced the desired larpe grain structure, The remaining
6" length of the rod rolled material was directionallv recrystallized for evaluation. Stress-
rupture properties were measured at 2000'F using three miniature button 'itad specimens
utilizing the step load technique. The test results are reported in Table XXIII. All three
specimens were initially loaded at 6. 5 ksi and increased h- 0. 5 ksi about every 24 hours.
Specimen No. 1.7-1 failed at the 6. 5 ksi level after .6. 1 hours. The remaining two speci-
mens No.'s 17-2 and 17-3 both reached 9.0 ksi before failing. One lasted 1.3 hours and the
other 0. 3 hours.

As shown in Figure 31 the 9.0 ksi strength of the 2562 6 v, o oxide alloy specimens which
were rod rolled to a 20% reduction represents a 20'W increase in strength when compared
to the average strength of the 2562 t 4 v/o oxide alloy also rod rolled to a 207 reduction.
This strength level is 90 times that of the conventional east and wrought FeCrAIY. Also
reported in the Figure 31 are the strengths of TD NiCr sheet and the density corrected
curve for the O) 2562 + 6 v/o oxide alloy. This correction is obtained using a stress
multiplying factor derived by dividing the density of the TD NiCr by the density of OI)
PeCrAJY. With the density allowance the OS 2562 4- 6 v, o oxide alloy is stronger than TI)
NiCr sheet.

i
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3.6 PHASE IDENTIFICATION AND MORPHOLOGY

Oxide dispersion strengthened FeCrAlY alloys prepared analogous to the SAP approach
contain a nonuniform spatial array of oxide with a wide range of particle size. Alloys
containing 4 v/o oxide have particles nearly spherical in shape and range in size from
C 250 A to > 1 micron. The average particle size and interparticle spacing is 0. 19 and
2.49 microns respectivaly.

Identification of the oxide phases were established for both the as-extruded and heat treated
conditions. The oxide phases were extracted electrolytically in a 10'i solution of HCL-
CH3ON. Identification was made by x-ray diffraction. An 2062 . 4 v/o oxide alloy extruded
at I1R00 F to a 16:1 reduction ratio was determined tc contain about BS% Y20 3 , 106 YA 103
and 5% A120 3 . Three alloys (1562 + 4 v./o, 2062 4 4 v1 o, 2562 + 4 vio oxide) heat treated
at 24007 for 100 hours contained about 60% A1 20 3. 3Y 203, 30 5A120 3. 3Y20 3 , and 101y
YA10 3 . The results were independent of alloy composition.

Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) analysis mas performed on the 2562 , 4 vio oxide alloy
that was thermally exposed at 2400(F for IK hours. The photographs showing the micro-
structure and the Energy Dispersion Analysis X-Pay (EDAX) results are presented in
Figure 32. The SEM/EDAX results corroborates the results obtained using the extraction
technique. The oxide particles are yttrium e aluminum.
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4. DI3CUSSION

Two major problems previously encountere in the development of ODS FeCrAIY alloy have
been overcome: surface stability and powder pre-oxidation. Oi)S 1562 , 4 vo oxide alloy
c-as determined to suffer "break' awa"' oxidaliion when exposed in wr,'utnt form at very high

temperatures or in powder form at relatively low temperatures as shown in Fitgures 20 and
3 respectively. Increasing the chromium content to 20' and 25', virtually eliminated

h'breakaway'" as evidenced in Figures 4, 5, 21 and 22.

I Uniform, controllable pre-oxidation of powder has been achieved. In the past. powder
pre-oxidation was attempted in a common box furnace with a static air flow, using either
trays containing the powder or in scaled retrrts with a dytamic flow of pure oxygen gas.
In the interest of quantity the powder depths ranged from 0. 6- to 3.5-. When air was the
oxidizing gas nitrogen contamiiatioL occura Ad at powder depths of approximately 0. 5- and
below. Studies investigating the oxidation of the -325 mnesh powder as a function of powder
depth determined the safe working depth to be about 0. 25 inches.

Several new powder pre-oxidation techniques wyere established. GCood uniformity mid
reproducibility was obtained in the static tray approach where powder depths were limited
to 0. 25 inches or less. For the preparation of large quantities the rotary kiln and movingt
tray processes were investigated and endorsed. In the rotary Kiln the powder is tumbled
during pre-oxidation. continuously exposing fresh material to the environment. In the
moving tray approach the powder is spread in hAallow trays and traversed through the
furnace on a conveyor system. These techniques placed all the powder particles in easy
access to the oxidizing gas.

Thermal stability of the ODS FeCrAIY was investigated in the intermediate temperature
range. In the Fe-Cr system as shown in Figure 11, two age hardening precipitates are
encountered; a nearly equi-atomic FeCr phase (o) Whnich forms at temperatures below
1500°F and a chromium rich ferrite phase (,') that forn's below 9700F. Experiments were
conducted to establish the propensity of the precipitates and their effects on properties.
The aging response is reported in Tables No. IX and X and the effects on tensile properties
are reported in Table XIII. The materials aged in the a region showed only slight increases
in hardness and effect on properties. The materials aged in the * region increased con-
siderably in hardness ranging from 38% for the l5,Cr level to 80 r for the 25 chrome level
and showed very significant increases in tensile strength at IT At the 500"F test tempera-
ture the 25%Cr alloy maintained most of its increased strength. rhe increased strength of
the 20% Cr alloy fell sharply. Ductility of these alloys at IRT dropped from 8W to 3% in the
20%Cr and to A in the ZW5%Cr alloy.

Stress-rupture properties were determined for the ODS 2002 - 4 v/o oxide and O1) 2562 +
"4 v/o oxide alloys in a 20% rod rolled and DR condition a*i the results are given in Table
XX. The short time strengths at 2030*F for the 25.%Cr alloy t-as determined to be 7. 5 ksi,
The 2•OCr alloy showed strengths somewhat lower than the 25eCr alloy. This lower
strength was thought to be due to a lower volume fraction of oxides in the 20%e chromium
alloy.
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An ODS 2562 + 6 v/o oxide alloy was prepared and tested similar to the ODS 2562 + 4 v/o

oxide alloy. Short time strength was found to be at the 9.0 ksi level and represents a 20rf

increase in strength.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

1. Powder pre-oxidation of the ODS FeCrAIY alloys ihi much improved with increased
chromium content. "'Breakaway" oxidation has been eliminated in the 20'-f and 25'

chromium bearing alloys, both s powder and balk alloy.

2. F-CrMklY -325 'nesh powders can be uniformly pre-oxidized in air without nitrogen
contamination by limiting the powder depth to 0. 25- or by tumbling the powder during
the exposure.

3. Stress-rupture property studies were conducted on the 2062 . 4 v/o oxide and
2562 + 4 v/n oxide alloys at 1900. 2000 and 2100'F. The 2562 . 4 vio oxide alloy
in the rod rolled and DR condition possess short time strengths of 7. 5 ksi at 2000 0 F.
With allowance for the difference in densities, the 256? • 4 v 'o oxide alloy is as
strong as TD NiCr sheet.

4. The effects of 2200°F and 2400'F exposure for 100 hours in air were determined
on the stress-rupture strengths of the 2062 - 4 v,7 o and 2562 - 4 v' o oxide alloys.
Ah~oy 2562 + 4 v/o oxide was stable to exposure at 2200'F. but after exposure at
2400'F showed a decrease of about 20( in rupture strength at 2000'F. The 2062
1 4 vi/ oxide alloy specimen heat treated at 2200'F and 2400'F showed losses of
30% and 25% in 2000SF' rupture strength.

5. The effects of DR temperatures (2200, 2250, 24500 F) on 2000F stress-ruptlire
properties were investigated. There %us no indication that lower DR temperatures
were beneficial.

6. A 2562 + 6 v/o oxide alloy was prepared and evaluated in stress-rupture at 2000°F.
The rod rolled and DR alloy demonstrated short time strengths of 9. 0 ksi. With

the allowance for the difference in density, the 2562 + 6 vio v'ide alloy is stronger
than TD NiCr sheet.

7. Aging studies were conducted on Oi) 1562, 2062 and 2562 containing 4 v o oxide
at 842*F (,') and 10250F (a). Exposures at 842"F for 1000 hours showed the
propensity of precipitation hardening to increase with increasing chromium
content: the 1562 alloy increased in hardness by 39%; the 2062 by 70': and the
2562 alloy by 80%. Hardness increases at 1025"F were much lower: the 1562 alley
increased only 4%; 2062 9%; and the 2562 alloy 1ifl.

a. The 2062 - 4 v/o and 2562 + 4 v/o oxide alloys aged at 842VF for 500 hours were
tested in tension at RT and 500*F to determine the effects on properties. The
2062 * 4 v/c and 2562 + 4 v/o alloys aged at 842°F (a') showed strength increases
at RT of 45% (190 and 203 k). At 5000F the 2062 4 v/o oxide alloy fell to an
increase of only 13% while the 2562 + 4 v/o oxide alloy maintained 41% increase.

i• 17
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9. The 2062 4 v/o and 2562 + 4 v/o oxide alloys aged at 10250F for 500 hours
were tested in tension at RT and 500'F to determine the effects on properties.
The 2062 + 4 v/o oxide alloy showed very little difference in properties at
either temperature when compared to the unaged DR condition. The 2562 - 4
v/o oxide alloy suffered a i% loss in strength at both temperatures.

10. Electron microscopy and SEM analysis techniques were utilized to locate and
identify the precipitate which formed at the 1025"F aging exposure and was
determined to be Sigma phase.

11. Exposure at 1200°F for 10 minutes after aging at 842°F restores properties
essentially to unaged levels.

I

I
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TABLE I

CHEMICAL ANAIYSIS OF AS-RECEIIVED
ARCON. ATOMIZEID FeCrAIY POWDE)RS

Content, w/o

Alloy Alloy Alloy
Element 1562 2062 2562

Fe Balance Balance Balance

Cr 16.48 20.21 25.08

Al 5.89 5.97 5.89

Y 1.9 2.08 2.09

C .009 .010 .010

Si .066 .. 10 .096

P .002 .003 .003

0 .072 .074 .074

N .0081 .007 .009

H .0037 .005 .005

21



TABLE Ii

WEIGHT GAIN OF ALLOY 1562 -325 MESH POWl)II
DURING AIR OXIDATION IN POHCELAIN CRUCIIILES

Powder ?' Weight Gain

Speciman Temperature Dept'i 2 firs 6 hrs 22 hrs Comments
Numxber o F Inches

6 1100 .37 .84 1.01 1.19 Uniform color

1- 1100 .37 .84 .06 1.23 Uniform color

8 1100 .37 .84 .96 1.22 Uniform color

9 1100 .37 .83 .93 1.23 Uniform color

* 110 1100 .37 .84 .94 1.23 Uniform color

1 1150 .37 .95 1.09 1.31 Uniform color

S1150 .37 .95 1.10 1.31 Uniform color

3 1150 .37 .94 1.08 1.30 Uniform color

5 1150 .37 .94 1.08 1.30 Uniform color

22
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TABLE I II

WEIGHT GAIN OF ALLOY 2062 -:125 MESH POWDER MIJRING
AIR OXIDATION IN PORCELAIN CRUCIBLES

Powder % Weight Gain
x-cimen Temperature Depth
iumbbr iF Inches 2 hrs 4 hrs 20 hrs Comments

29 1200 .25 .93 1.04 1.43 Uniform color

30 1200 .25 .90 1.02 1.40 Uniform color

25 1200 .4 .91 1.02 1.40 Unifcrm color

26 1200 .4 .92 1.03 1.42 Uniform color

27 1200 .4 .91 1.03 1.41 Uniform color

28 1200 .4 .1.)2 1.04 1.43 Uniform color

23 1300 .. '5 1.17 1.35! 1.79 Uniform color

24 1300 .25 1.18 1.36 1.82 Uniform color

19 1300 .4 1.17 ---- ---- Uniform color

20 1300 .4 1.18 1. 3t) 1.79 Uniform color

1300 .4 1.20 1.36 1.81 Uniform color

22 1%00 .4 1 .17 1I 1,.7b Unform ,ohm:

13 ;406 .1 -- -Ii-ur , "

16 t.00 .1 1. 59 1.80 1.I3 Uniform col-.

12 1400 .25 1.63 1.83 2.47 Uniforn colo,

17 1400 . 25 1.63 1,82 ---- Uniform color

11 1400 .5 1.66 1,85 2.52)

14 1400 .5 1.66 ,.85 2.53 color - tvp ,A"

15 1400 .5 1 .5 1,85 2.52 med. ,l"

18 1400 .5 1.64 1.83 light biw,

,It
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TABLE I V

l WEIGHT GAIN OF ALLOY 2562 -325 MESHI IO•EJ•I ) DURING
AIR OXIDATION IN PORICEI.AIN CRUCIBLES

Powder o Wvight Gain
Specimen Temperature Depth
Number or Inches 2.2 his 4.2 firs 20.2 hrs Comments

39 1200 .1 1.02 1.14 1.46 Uniform color

43 1200 .1 1.05 1.11 1.44 Uniform color

46 1200 .3 1.02 1.10 1.42 Uniform color

40 1200 .4 1.02 1.11 -IUniform color

44 1200 .4 1.04 1.13 1.45 Uniform color

41 1200 .6 1.02 1.11 1.40 Top.5" red.! blue
45 1200 .6 1.11 1.10 1.40 Bottom .1"j light brow'n

42 1200 .3 1.01 (a) ........

(a) Vacuum fusion analysis - 2.2 hrs - T

Top = .97/5%o 02, 0067c N2Bottom -1. 037% 2, .0}617% N2

24
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TABLE VI

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF 1562 BEFORE AND AFTER

ROTARY PREOXI DATION

Element As-Received Preoxidized

Fe Bal.

(Cr 16.48

At 5.89
Y 1.90

C .009 -

0 .072 0.9

N .008 .0001
H .004 .0015

Ag T( )T

Cu T T

Mg T T
Mn T T

Ni T T

St .066 T

"(1)T Trace (< 1%)

26



TAVLE VI I

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS (F 2062 ALLOY BEFORE AND
AFTER PREOXIDATJON USING TIHE MOVING TRAY APPROACH

Element As-Received Preoxldation

Fv" Bal.

Cr 19.95
Al 5.74

Y 1.14
C 0.0140 0.0002

0 0.0739 1.0788
N 0.0037 0.0047

H 0.00o23 0.0011

Ag 0.0135 T
Cu T( 1) T

Mg T T
Mn T T

Ni T T

Si T T

=') Trace (civ)

,I
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TABLE -ITI

CHEMISTRIES OF STARTING NATERIAILS FOR AGING STUDIES

0)o6 Allox Cast and Wrouht

1562 2062 2562 2541 1541

Fe Bel. Dal. Bal. Bal. Not available

Cr 16.59 20.21 25.08 24.55

Al. 5.70 5.97 5.89 3.83

Y 1.98 2.08 2.09 1.23

C 0.010 - - 0.04

Si 0.066 < 0.10 0.096 0.15

P 0.002 0.003 0.003 -

0 0.9819 0.9077 1.1881 0.001

N 0.0028 0.0043 0.0040 0.001

Ag Ti8) 0.014 0.001 -

Mg T T T

I n T T T

N1 T T T -

(a) Semi-quantitative spectrographic analysis. T 0 - 1%

4 "28



TABLE IX

HARDNESS OF FeCrALY ALLOYS AS A FUNCTION OF AGING TV'. AT 8,42F

Rc Hardness at Various Exposure Times (Airs.)
Total Rc
Hardness

Material Condition 0 24 48 108 273 500 1000 Increase

1562 (Ext. 6) As-ext. 26 28 28 29 32 34 36 10

2062 (Ext. 13) DR(1) 23 29 30 32 37 37 39 16
RR(a) 32 35 36 38 40 42 43 it

2562 (Ixt. 14) DRp ) 24 33 34 35 40 42 43 19
aRR(Z) 33 39 40 41 45 45 47 14

1541 Cony. Plate 8 10 .0 11 16 20 24 16

2541 Cony. Plate 9 20 20 25 28 31 32 23

(I) DR - Directionally Recrystallized

(2) RR - As Rod-Rolled

29
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f TABLE X

HARDNESS OF FeCrAlY ALLOYS AS A FUNCTION OF AGING TIME AT 10253F

¶

Rc Hardness at Various Exposure Times (Hrs.)
Total Re
Hardness

Material Condition 0 24 48 108 273 500 1000 Increase

1562 (Ext. 6) As-ext. 26 27 27 27 28 27 27 1

2062 (Ext. 13) DR(-•U 23 25 25 26 26 26 25 2
RRHW2 32 34 33 33 34 34 33 1

2562 (Ext. 14) DR 24 29 28 28 29 29 28 4

RR 33 35 38 35 35 35 35 2

1541 Conv. Plate 5 8 7 7 9 8 8 0

2341 Coat. Plato 9 14 14 12 14 14 it 5

(1) Directionally Recrystallized

(a) As-Rod Rolled

30
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TABLE XIV

RESISTANCE OF CANDIDATE ALLOYS To BREAKAWAY OXIDATIO%•(a

, xtrusion minimum Maximum210. Uo Core /)a. In. Penetration Healin ulity

a (rotary) 1562 .670 -150 ails Poor

10 1562 .670 - 150 ails Poor

9 2062 .63 -- 70 ails Good, isolated attack

11 2562 .65 - 10 ails Excellent

fabpemimen exposed to static air at 2400/70 hr. - specimen were 1/2" long rods

which bad a 25 mil mild steel clad on the outer diameter.

a

34
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I TABLE XV

OXIDATION RESISTANCE OF SELECTED FeCrAIY AI.LOYS AS ASFUNCTION OF TIME AT 22(IOVF IN STATIC AIR

Wt . Inrrerase' (Mti-;'cm)

Specimen vs Time (irs.)
No. Alloy 112 200 3j00 ',OO '0 Oxide Spall iRtin0

1 2062 4 v/ ro oxido 1-.4 !.9 1.9 1i.1 0 .6,•o,

2 i 1'ninterrutited 2.4 Very Slight

2562 - 4 v/o oxide 1.4 1- 1.3 0.7 0 Mod rItt

8 of Uniterrupted 2. 1 Mede-r,Ate

13 1541 Cony. (a) 2.3 2.9 1.2 3.4 3.4 Very Slight

15 2541 Conv. 1.9 2.4 2.6 3.0 3.0 &derate

(a) Cast and Wrought

35
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TABLE XVI

OXIDATION RESISTANCE OF SELECTED FeCrAlY ALLOYS AS A

FUNCTION OF TIME AT 2400F IN STATIC AIR

Wt. Change (mg/cm•)
SSpecimen vs Time (Hrs.)

No. A 100 200 300 400 500 Ocide Spall Rating

3 2062 + 4 v/o oxide 3.0 1.3 -1.3 -3.8 -7.3 Gross

4 0 - Uninterrupted - -0.8

9 2562 + 4 v/o oxide 1.8 -0.9 -4.6 -7.7 -11.1

10 " -Uninterrupted -• -1.5

14 1541 Conv.a 4.7 5.8 6.6 7.3 7.9

16 2562 Cony.t 1) 4.6 5.3 5.3 5.4 4.8

(RICast and wrought

3a



TABLE XVII

DR PARAMETERS USED FOR SPECIMENS A, B. AND C OF F13URE 4

Spec. Configuration A B C

Sbape Rectangular Round Round

Dimensions (m) 57 X 20 X 14 38 X 5.5 dia. 15 x 5.5 dia.

Orientation

IS Rate (in./hr.) 1 1 1
Temp. (CF) 2400 2500 2500

Grad. (approx.) "F/In. 1000 3500 3500
meat Source Induct. Induct. Induct.
goat Sink Ambient Air IVO Cooled Cu Chill 20 Cooled Cu Chill

Resulting Grain Size
Length (m) 57 50 2.0
Width (mm) 11 5.5 5,0

Thickness (mm) .7 2.0 5.5

* ....37
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TABLE XIX

EFFECT OF GRAIN SIZE ON STRESS RUPTURE STRENGTH OF ODS FvCrAIY at 2000'F

Spec. Alloy Material Grain Size Strvss, Time, firs. Elong.,% R.A., %

No. Condition Length x in. Ksi

14 2562 Un Rxa - (). 42.3
L.5 6.14 t. 14 .6

5 1562 Furn Rxb 0.1" 3-5 "5.1

4.0 21.7

5-5 '2.0

4 6 5.0 "'5.C

id

2 1562 DRC 05111 . 2 1(.42

7.0 27.0

7-5 19.0

8.0 0.6

%nrecrystallized, As-Rod-Rolled

bFurnace Recrystallized at 24a00F for 2 houtftM

%Directlon&lly Recr-stallized
%lateril directionalty recrystallized to several inches in Length, but the specimen

gage section is only 0.5" Long.
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TABLE XX

STRESS RUPTURE STRENGTHS OF DIRECTIONALLY RECRYSTALLIZED ODS FeCrAl ALLOYS

Alloy Test. Temp. 
0

F Str"'s, Ruptur. % Mlont. % o of A
_sL Hrs.

2062 - 4 v/O 1900 5.6 'jio Still Running

2062 + 1 v9Xo 100 6. 1 1:},() Still RhflhInI

-A62 + 4 v/a o 4.o Is.9

202+4v/u XX .5 --.
2062 + 4v/o 200 1.0 ". It

2062 + 4 v/o 2o 5.5 5-8

2062 + 4 v am5.0 67/c 1 Nil Termi/catd

2062 + 4• %/o 2100 4'.5 6:-'I) Still tulming

-"--2562 + /4 o 199 7-0 1o Still v/cino

2562 + i v/o CIO 7h5 6.0 2"7

252+4 V/0 00 .
2562 + 4 v/ o.5 -

"-2562 +-4 v/o 2000 5.5 23-90 a

2-562 + 4w/o 2000 7.5 110It. :.-
_. 2562 + 4 Y/o 1-(0 6.o L.2 (a)

lI2562 + 4; v/o WO 6.5 25-3(a

• •2562 + 4e v/o :10 7.o 10. 1 11.8 2 .

z562 + 4 v/o 200 6.5 62.0 7.7 30.3

2562 + A v/O 2000 6.5 190.9 11.8 6.t

2562 + 4wv/c 2100 5.8 46.7 10.2 25.0

2562 + 4 v/o 2i00 6.5 6.8 16.o 34.3

jtasi mre~a by 0.5 Kai

p40
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TABLE XXI

STRESS RUPTURE STRENGTHS AT 2OO00'F OF DIRECTIONAL RECRYSTALLIZED 01)5 FeCrAlY

~1 ALLOYS SUBSEQUENT TO LONG TIME HIGH TEM(PERATURE EXPOSURES IN AIR

Alloy Heat Treatment Stress, Rupture % tong. %R of A
____________Ksi Life1 Hrs. _ __ ____

2062 22000*F-l00 hrs. 5.0 1.6 3.8 13.5

2062 2400tF-100 hrs. 5.0 5.5 2.9 5.9

2562 2200?r-100 hirs. 6.5 57.7 2.4

2562 z400"F-i0o tnrs. 6.5 0.8 - 7.8

41
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TABLE XXII

STRESS RUPTURE STRENGTHS AT 20000 F OF ODS FeCrATY ALLOYS DIRECTIONALLY
RECRYSTALLIZED AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURE

Alloy DR Temp., *F Stress, Rupture ?' Elony It of AI_ Ksi Life, Urs.

2062 2250 5o.5 u

6.o 1.11 -

2062 2250 5.5 51.4

6.0 17. ' 8.6 30.8

2562 2200 7.0 24.0

7.5 5.5 - -

2562 2450 7-0 a4.o

7.5 1.5 3.9 31.5

S42
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TABLE XXIII

STRESS RUPTURE RESULTS OF ODS 2562 4 6 v o OXIDE AND 1562 4 v o OXIDE AIALOYS TESTED

AT 2000'F

Spec. No. Material (a) Streus, Tim' %

Condition Kai Ilrs. Eloa, R of A

17-1 2362 * 6 v/o RR, 2)k 6.5 10.1 5.o6 1i4.5

17-2 2562 6 V/o RR. 26.5 b5. I Load increas-mj

7.0 68.1

7.', .-1b. 1

8.o 23.7

8.5 It.

9.0 1.3 7.0 22.-3

17-3 2562 6 v/o RR, :9A 6.5 451.4 Load incca.sed

7.0

7.5 24,.2

8.0 240

8.5 5.-

9.0 0.3 9.8 37.0

(a) = RlPd Rol, S - reduction in area

'3
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SFIgure I Rupture treus vs Larsen Miller Parameter Showing a Comparison of TDIiCr and
Alloy 1562 * 4010 Oxide Sheet
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MM;

-Ur
Al1Au Ci rFe11 "'

r

2300x

Al Au Cr Fe

I

Figure 3 Scanning Electron Microscope (SE M)fEnergy Dispersion Analysis
X-Ray. (AX) of -n FeISCrGAlY Powder Particle Sbowbw
Break-Away Oxidation at 1. 2 Weight Parr-vat Oxyxvu Level.
Specimen Shadowed with Gold
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Al Au Cr Fe

L 2300x

Al An Cr Fe

Figure 4 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)/Energy Dispersion Analysis
X-Ray (EDAX) of an Fe20 CrfiAI2Y Powckr rtivIcle. No Detectable
Brek-Away QCidation at 1, 4 Weight Percent Oxygu LeveL
Specimen Shadowed with Gold
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S/EElml

Al Au tCj Ff.

-Il

R AI . -..

Now-. 2300.x

NM b

Al Au

Figure 5 Scanning Electron MicroScope (SER) hliEnvrgý Dispersion Analysis
X-Ray (EDAX) of an Fe25CrUAI2Y t%iw'er Nlrtlole. No DetectaMe
Break-Away Ox.cdation at 1. 1 WvighI Percent Oygen L._2.
Specimen Shadowed with Go1(1
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2562 + 4 v/o OXIDE 2X

n 
-nn-

2062 + 4 v/o OXIDE 2X

Figure 9 Photomacrographs Showing the Structure of Oxide Dispersion Strengthened
FeCrAIY Alloys in the Cod Rolled and Furnace Recrystallized Condition
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2562 + 4 vfo OXIDE o.sx
1.51

A 1.52

2082 + 4 rio OXIDE 0.81 I.5X

1.51

Figure 10 Photomacrographs Showing the Structure of (hide Dispersion
Stnngtbwned FeCrAXY Alloys In the Rod Rolled and Directionally
Reerystaflied Condition
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I I I I f
. 500 Hour Age

0 Sottittoning|

Exp-su ru aftcr
SE+1 *144 500 hour Age'

1400 000

+1 +3 +4

1300 000

+1 +3 3
1200 00 "

a 1100/

I.'

6. 1+2/1+4al
1000

9000

Irain

+10 +16 +19

m

0 20O 40 so so 200

Flgure 11 Fe Cr Binar D m wing Estimated Psuedo-BCnary a/b' + Phase
SBoundary for Fe. Cr - 6% At Alloys. Aging Exposures of ODS Alloys

1562, 2062 and 2562 are shown as Triangles, While Solutioning Exposures
of liaterid Aged at Both 842 and 102SF for 500 Hra. are Shown an Circles.
The Number Correspondlng to Each Point Indicates the Increae Over Unaped
Hardness asstociated with Each Exposure.,
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DIRECTIONALLY RECRYSTALLIZE') 40001

AGE) AT 102V*F FOR 500 HOURS 40002Z

Figure 14 Electron Photomicrographs Showing the Microatructure of 2062 + 4 'v/c
Oxide Alloy in the Directiomily Recrystallized and Aged Condiftion
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FAgrne 15 Electron fotamlcragogrjh toIng the Microstructure of 2562 +4v/0
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Cr ft

Figure 16 Scanning Electron Microscop e (SEW)/Energy Disport..n Analysis
X-ray (EDAX) of 2562 + 4 vlo Oxide Alloy Aged at 1025OF for
500 Hlours. The Nearly Equl -atomic Cr and Fe Content Indicates
the Precipitate to-be Sigma Plase (o)
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V Cr Fo

8750K

Figure 17 scanning Electron icrcoscope (SBRI/Nnergy flisperaton Analysis X-Ray
(CDAX) of 2562 + 4 v/o Oxide Alloy Aged at 1028SF for 500 Hours.
The Nearly Uqui-atc•mi Cr and re Content Indicates the Precipitate
to be Sim&a Phase (a)
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IX

Wtjiure 20 photeogmph of a 1562 + 4 v/o Oxide Alloy .060" Thick Sheet

"Specimen Showing "BreaksmSy" Oxidation After a 2400 F

Exposure in Air for 100 Hours
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1002 + 4 V/0 1562 +4 w/n 2062 +4 v/o 2562 +4 v/o

Figure 21 Photomacrographs of Oxide Dispersion Strengthened FaCrAl.Y Alloy Showing
Resistance to "Breakaway" Oxidation Subsequent an Expos~ure at 24000F in
Air for 70qHours. The Extruded Segments Were Left in the Mild Steel
Extrusion Jacket to Initiate a Catastrophic Oxidation Rate and Test the
Alloys Healing Ability 3X
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2062 + 4 v/o 2062 + 4 v/o 2562 + 4 v/o

CYCLED CYCLED
2200'F

1541 OONV. 2541 CONN.

2562 + 4 v/o CYCLED CYCLED

C',

2062 +4 V/ 2062 + 4 v/o 2562 + 4 v/o

CYCLED CYCLED

2400OF

1541 CONV. 2562 CONV.

"2562 + 4 v/o CYCLED CYCLED

Figure 22 Photomacrgraphs (1.5 I) Showing the Oxidation Resistance of Oxide
Dispersion Strengthened FaCrAlY Alloys in Comparison to Conventional

Cast and Wrought Alloys. Furnace Exposures Were at 22000 and 24004F

in Air for 500 Heurs.
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Figure 23 Schematic Diagram of Induction Coil Heat Source and Water Cooled Copper Chili
Block Combinations Used to Produce Elongated Microstructures In the DR Process
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Figure 24 Orientation and SDpe of DR Spcimen Relative to Extrusion Direction (top)
Microstructures Achieved When DR Processed in Direction of Arrows (bottom)
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( No. 20

CI
NO. 21

no. 22
-4

Figure 25 Photomacrographe (4X) of 1562 + 4% Oxide Alloy Stress Rupture
specimens which were Directlonally Recrystallized In the thort
Transverse Direction. The Braze Joined Specimens Were Ground
Lmogtudinally and are thows in the Macro-etched Condition. The
Location of the Braze Joints an Indicstsd by the Arrow
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NO. 25

LONG T•ANSVERSE 5X

LONGITUDINAL 6.5X

Figure 26 Photomacrographs or 1562 + 4 v/o Oxide Alloy Stress-Rupture
Specimens. Specimen No. 25 was Directionally Recrystallized
in the Long Transverse Direction, Specimen No. 4 was a
Furnace Recrystallized Longitudinal Specimen.
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Figure 27 Larsec Miller Plot Showing the Effect of Grain Size on

the Rupture Strength of Oxide Dispersion Strengthened

FeCrAlY Alloys
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